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Next to their Experiencing God classic, Spiritual Leadership is one of Henry and Richard Blackaby's

most highly regarded and best-selling books to date, encouraging business and church leaders

alike to follow God's biblical design for success. In fact, the Barna Group reports that pastors list it

among today's most influential writings on the topic of how God develops, guides, and empowers

spiritual leaders.In this new trade paper edition of Spiritual Leadership, the Blackabys update their

notes on the key points regarding a leaderâ€™s challenges, character qualities, influence, decision

making techniques, and more, all the while focusing on how leaders discover and promote God's

vision for their organization and move people on to His agenda. There are also new chapters on

leading change and leading teams.
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Having read several leadership books as an Air Force Officer and seminary student, I can honestly

say that this is the best book on the subject I have ever read! Blackabay's fluent writing style is

consistent with his other titles, notably "Experiencing God" and "The Power of the Call". At the very

beginning Blackaby differentiates between worldly leadership and spiritual leadership.Throughout

the book Blackaby describes his own leadership experiences and includes interesting stories of

famous leaders (Truman, Reagan, Churchill, Thatcher, Napoleon, and Iacocca). As a minister,

Blackaby also draws upon several examples from the Bible (Moses, Abraham, Joshua, David, Paul,

etc.) and how they prospered and struggled in their God-called responsibilities.Particularly



compelling were the descriptions of: the 3 types of worthy and misguided goals, how a leader

influences, time wasters, pitfalls of leadership, having God's affirmation, God's ways are different

from the world's ways, improving decision-making, taking time for rest, and relying on the Holy

Spirit/prayer/God's Word/wise counsel to make and stick with hard decisions.Whenever I read a

book I like to list on the inside front covers the page number and synopsis of a particularly

interesting point or thought for easy reference. When I finished reading this gem the entire inside

front cover was chock full of notes! Needless to say, this text will be referred to several times in the

future.Everyone will greatly benefit from this book: the Christian believer will gain great

encouragement to lead from a biblical viewpoint while the non-Christian will be encouraged to

consider life from the Christian point-of-view.

I have been a secular (although I am a Christian) Business Consultant and Leadership

Development Consultant for over 14 years and this is BY FAR the best I have yet read. This book

has become required reading for ALL of my Leadership Workshops and I have given the books to

many Business Leaders as a gift. The Blackaby's have delivered their message in a clear, easy to

understand format and totaly absent of the "Author Focus",(diverting the attention to the brilliance of

the author rather than the importance of the message)often found in so many contemporary

writings. They accurately discribe modern "man made" leadership ideologies and with equal

accuracy point to the flaws and shortcommings of those leadership methods. Most all leaders are

constantly wrestling with question "why don't more people do what I would like them to do?" and we

are forever looking for new and more meaningfull methods by which to lead those entrusted into our

care. Simply put, we always are reminded of the shortcommings of our leadership skills, otherwise,

why would we be looking for a new book in the first place. The Backaby's challenge all leaders with

this dilemna with a simple, yet brilliant question..."What is it about YOUR leadership that makes

others NOT WANT to follow you?" Instead of chasing yet another brilliant theory or yet another

brilliant method, the authors challenge US... what is at the center of our motivation and what, if

anything, is our guidance system? Spiritual Leadership answers that question and brings to life an

ideology that will render any future pursuit of a "new way of looking at things", un-necessary.
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